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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 276 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 5.9in. x
0.9in.Could it be just a cosmic coincidence that exotic dancers begin disappearing around the South
Bay area in record numbers just after a well-fed, 6-foot alligator is spotted in the San Pedros
Machado Lake Alto saxophonist Loose Bezich, whose topless terpsichorean girlfriend is terrified,
doesnt believe in such concurrences. Loose calls on band leader and fellow-jazzman Lars Lindstrom
to help him check out the scene. Lars sets their suspicions before jazz fan and friend Captain Tom
Cheatham of the L. A. P. D. Tom tells them he suspects that a rogue former cop with a penchant for
collecting poisonous reptiles and other creepy crawlies might be the man responsible for both the
missing strippers and Reggie the alligators appearance in the city parks large lagoon. When their
suspect stages a daring daylight bank hold-up then does his own disappearing act, police
departments on two continents begin a serious manhunt for former Los Angeles detective Louis
Muoz. Both the bad man and the gator elude capture. Then a second coincidence brings Loose, Lars
and the band on a performing tour of the French Riviera just as Louis Muoz...
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This pdf may be really worth a study, and much better than other. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e ebook. You will not
sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for regarding when you check with me).
-- Elz a  Gusikowski-- Elz a  Gusikowski

This ebook may be worth a read, and far better than other. It is among the most incredible ebook i have read. You will like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor
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